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Summer swelter softens solids supply, supporting 
our $6.60/kg supposition 

We still expect to hit 3% annual growth despite lower dairy production last month 
As we expected, the hot, dry summer led to lower milk solids 

production in February. Milk solid production was down -0.1% 

versus last February, a far cry from the massive annual growth 

we saw in December and January (+6.1% and +7.7%).   

We’ve cut our production forecast for the season, but still 

expect a record result. We had projected +5% growth in the 12 

months to May, but have revised this to +3% following the dry 

weather and this month’s result. Still, given whopping 

production in the last eight months, there is a good chance that 

this season’s prediction will still come in at a record high. 

Lower production is boosting milk prices. Supply is tight 

globally – and now tightening domestically – whilst demand 

continues to hold up. Consequently, we lifted our 2018/19 milk price forecast by 35c to $6.60/kg this week. All up, we 

expect the net effect of higher prices and lower production will give farmers a +$450m boost nationwide. That said 

there will be considerable regional variation depending on the severity of the production fall. 

Week ending  15 March 
The NZD ASB Commodity Price Index was stable during the 

week, with rises in the USD prices of exports negated by a 

higher NZD/USD. The USD index was up +0.6%. 

In USD terms, all key commodities gained. Sheep/beef was 

the big mover (+0.8%) followed by forestry and fruit 

(+0.6%). Dairy was close behind (+0.5%), and should rise 

again in this week’s index following the strong dairy auction.  

The NZD/USD rose 0.6% over the week, following weak US 

inflation data.  The Kiwi rose again this week on the strong 

Q4 GDP result, with the NZD/USD at 0.6884 as of the time 

of writing. 

* For all indices 2014 average = 100 
** Percentage change since same week last year 

ASB New Zealand Commodity Price Indices 
As at Friday 15th March 2019 
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 Index* Week % Year %**

Total NZD 104.6 0.0% 2.3%

Total SDR 100.3 0.2% 0.1%

Total USD 100.7 0.6% -3.9%

Dairy USD 100.6 0.5% 1.0%

Sheep/beef USD 94.8 0.8% -12.1%

Forestry USD 105.6 0.6% -1.6%

Fruit USD 103.2 0.6% -10.9%

NZD/USD 0.6845 0.6% -6.0%
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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